
Enter the code here

Enter the code on the bottom
black display.

Gate

Car park in Torpedohallerne - remember the code and
a car park ticket from KHR. Park only in KHR parking
spaces.

Parking:

If you arrive by car, simply pick up a parking ticket and associated code at reception on
Kanonbådsvej 4B.

You can park in the car park Torpedohallen. The entrance is the last gate from Galionsvej (at
the back of the picture). Here, you have to enter the code, which you get at the reception,
after which the gates open.  

It is easy to get to KHR Architecture's office on Holmen in Copenhagen by car, bike or public
transport. If you arrive by car, parking spaces are available.  

The parking spaces are located at the back  of the hall
(T-zone). Here, you will find 5 spaces, which  are marked
with KHR signs.

Parking instructions and transport to KHR 

KHR's adress: Kanonbådsvej 4B, 1437 Copenhagen K



We look forward to seeing you! 

Parking lot at the end of Kanonbådsvej – remember a parking ticket from KHR. Park only in
KHR parking spaces. 

In the parking lot at the intersection of Leo Mathisensvej and Kanonbådsvej, four spaces
on the left side are reserved for KHR. They are marked with KHR signs, and the office is
only a few minutes' walk away. YOU NEED TO HAVE A PARKING TICKET FROM KHR VISIBLE
IN THE WINDSHIELD. 

Bike:
You can easily get to KHR from the center of Copenhagen via the inner harbor bridge. There is
bike parking right next to the office.

Public transport:
Bus 2A runs almost to the office  door. The nearest stop from the office is Galionsvej
(Danneskiold-Samsøes Allé), which is a few minutes' walk away.  
The bus runs approximately every 7 minutes, and it takes about 4 minutes from Christianshavn
St. (nearest metro) and about 13 minutes from Copenhagen Central Station to Galionsvej.


